SAMPLE GRASSROOTS EMAIL to OFFICES WE HAVE MET WITH
To Senator/Representative NAME,

As a constituent and as an advocate for the American Partnership for Eosinophilic Disorders (APFED), I wanted to follow up with you about a meeting your staff had with representatives of the Patients & Providers for Medical Nutrition Equity Coalition during which they asked you to cosponsor S. 1194/ H.R. 2587, the Medical Nutrition Equity Act. APFED is a member of the Coalition and strongly supports this critical legislation which would provide public and private insurance coverage for medically necessary nutrition for certain digestive and inherited metabolic disorders. There is significant precedent for this legislation as it mirrors legislation passed by Congress for TRICARE during the 114th Congress.

This legislation is very important to me because [ADD A FEW PERSONAL SENTENCES]

It is very important to me that my elected officials support this legislation, so please let me know if you will be co-sponsoring S. 1194/ H.R. 2587.

Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME and ADDRESS]

SAMPLE GRASSROOTS EMAIL to OFFICES that we have NOT yet met with
To Senator/Representative NAME,

As a constituent and as an advocate for the American Partnership for Eosinophilic Disorders (APFED), I am reaching out to you to ask that you cosponsor S. 1194/ H.R. 2587, the Medical Nutrition Equity Act. APFED is a member of the Patients & Providers for Medical Nutrition Equity Coalition and strongly supports this critical legislation which would provide public and private insurance coverage for medically necessary nutrition for certain digestive and inherited metabolic disorders. There is significant precedent for this legislation as it mirrors legislation passed by Congress for TRICARE during the 114th Congress.

This legislation is very important to me because [ADD A FEW PERSONAL SENTENCES]

It is very important to me that my elected officials support this legislation, so please let me know if you will be co-sponsoring S. 1194/ H.R. 2587.

Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME and ADDRESS]